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Abstract 
An bomorph fault in a sequential circuit makes the state 
diagram of the faultymachine identical to thatof thefault-free 
machine, under the renaming of states. However, no a- 
ample of a reduced sequential machine whose circuit 
realization is combinationally irredundant but isomorph-re- 
dundant, kyetknown. Thispapershows that an infmife family 
of such circuits can be constructed wifh komorph-redun- 
dancy. Isomorph faults are then classified into various @pes. 
Their properties reveal new insight and understanding of 
redundancy in sequential circuits. 

1. Introduction 
Test generation in sequential circuits is a very complex task 
and the presence of redundancy makes it worse. While scan 
designs simplify test generation, they pay penalty in terms of 
additional hardware and longer test application time. Conse- 
quently, much efforts have lately been made to design fully 
testable non-scan sequential circuits via optiimal logic synthe- 
sis [l], [2], [8], [ 161. Testability of such circuitsisinterlacedwith 
the presence of redundancy and therefore, their under- 
standing is fundamental to synthesis techniques and testing 
[1],[2],[4],[7-91, [12-161. Inthis paper,wefccusonaparticular 
type of redundancy in non-scan synchronous sequential 
circuits known as isomorph-redundancy. 

In combinational and scan-based sequential circuits, undetect- 
able and redundant faults are synonymous [14]. In the 
presence of hardware reset facility, redundancies in non- 
scan sequential circuits, are classified into two categories [ 13. 
A fault in a sequential circuit is said to be a combinationally 
redundant if it is undetectable even under full scan. If a fault 
is not combinationally redundant, but clhanges the state 
diagram in such a manner that no input sequence starting from 
the reset state, can detect the change, thien the fault is a 
sequentially redundant fault (SRF). The SRFs may be of 
three types : (i) invalid (ii) equivalent and (liii) isomorph [l]. 
Identification and removal of redundancies in sequential 
circuits were reported in [ 12-16]. 

The most comprehensive classification of faults in a general 
non-scan sequential circuit appears in [lo], where a distinc- 
tion is drawn between Undetectable and redundant 
faults.There are some faults which are undetectable but 
irredundant, as they affect the circuit output under certain 
initial conditions. Tlherefore, a SRF as defined in [I] is 
undetectable, but not necessarily redundant. Further studies 
in undetectable and redundant faults appear in [ 111, [ 121. 

2. Main Results 
An isomorph fault in a sequential machine is a redundant fault 
that makes the fault-free and faulty machines identical, ex- 
cepting the renaming of states. However, not a single instance 
of isomorph-redundancy was observed while analyzing the 
benchmarkcircuits[f 1, [2], [8], andhence,itsimportancewas 
ignored by the designers. The concept of isomorph-redun- 
dancy seems to be too abstract as it is hard to design a circuit 
of a reduced sequential machine that is combinationally 
irredundant, but isonnorph-redundant. In this paper, we show 
that there exists an infinite family of such circuits where 
isomorph-redundancy may occur and consequently degrade 
their testability. We further identified three types of iso- 
morph faults and explored their properties. The state table 
description of a machine often implies non-existence of 
certain types of isomorph-redundancy irrespective of its 
circuit structure. We. believe that these results will deepen 
our understanding of redundancy in sequential circuits, and 
possibly lead t6 new techniques of testable design. 

3. Preliminaries 
We assume the classical stuck-atfault model; both single and 
multiple faults are considered. A gate-level combinational 
circuit issaid to be irredundant if all faults, singleor multiple, 
are detectable by input-output experiments. The general 
model [6] of a synchronous sequential machine M is consid- 
ered. The circuit has 1 input terminals fed with binary variables 
xl, x2, .... x,. and m output terminals defining the set {Zl, Z,, 
.... Z,} of output.functions. The outputs yl, y,, .... yk of k 
memory elements define the present state of the machine. 
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The inputs Y,, Y,, .... Yk to the memory elements define the 
next state of M. If the next state and outputs are defined for 
every possible transition from every state, then M is said to 
be completely specified. Two states Si and S, are said to be 
equivalent, if all possible input sequences produce the same 
output response, when the machine is initially in either of the 
two states. A machine M is said to be reduced if no two states 
of M are equivalent. A machine is said to be strongly con- 
nected if every state is reachable from every other on some 
input sequence. 

4. Isomorph-Redundancy 
The behavior of isomorph fault poses a mystery to a test 
engineer. Till date, such a fault has been observed onZy in 
theory [2]. However, several synthesis techniques targeted 
to eliminate them have been reported [l], [2], [16]. 

Definition : A fault f in a reduced, completely specified, 
sequential machine, is an isomorph fault if the state tableofthe 
faulty machine is identical to that of the fault-free machine 
under renaming (i.e., some permutation) of the states. 

Example 1: Consider a machine specified by the state table 
of Table la. If a fault changes it to that of Table lb,  then the 
faultisanisomorphfaultasitcausesrenamingofS,by S ,  and 
vice-versa. 

Table l a  Table l b  
(fault-free machine) (faulty machine) 

X 0 1  x o 1  
y1y2 YlY, 

S , ( O O )  s,/o s,/o S,(Ol) SdO SdO 
S,(Ol) SdO s3/o S,(OO) s,/o s3/o 
S,(10) s,/o s3/o S,(lO) s3/o s,/o 
S3(11) S2/l  s,/1 s 3 ( i i )  s41 sdi 
If the fault is of isomorph type, then for every state S,  in the 
fault-free machine, there exists a unique state S', in the faulty 
machine such that Si is equivalent to Sf,, anh vice-versa. 
Therefore, an isomorph fault is sequentiady undetectable as 
well as redundant according to the definition of [lo-121. 
Henceforth, a circuit that has an isomorph fault will be called 
isomorph-redundant. 

Definition [12]: A fault is said to be strongly redundant if  
every pair of corresponding states (states having the same 
encoding) of the fault free and faulty machines are equiva- 
lent. 

Lemma 1 : If the circuit realization is combinationally 
irredundant, then an isomorph fault in a reduced machinne 
cannot be strongly redundant. 

Proof : Clear. 

We will consider a reduced machine, and combinationally 
irredundant circuit realization. We will also assume that the 
machine is under the free mode [ 101 of operation, i. e., it does 
not use power-up sequences, synchronization sequences or 

hardware reset signals. Reset lines if any, will be treated as 
regular inputs. Thus, the machine may start operation from 
any unknown state. 

4.1 Isomorphism using a swapping pair of functions 

Example 2: Consider a sequential circuit with two flip-flops 
and a single output line. Let an isomorph fault in the circuit 
cause an interchangeoftwo statessay, S,(Ol) and S2(10). One 
way to achievethis is to identify two next-state functionsF,,F2 
and their suitable circuit realizations, such that Fl(F2) changes 
to F2(F1) under the fault. We also need a reduced machine 
and a combinationally irredundant circuit realization. To 
design such a network, we recall the concept of swapping 
functions [3]. Isomorphism can also becaused inmany other 
ways as we will show later. 

4.1.1 Swapping of next-state functions 

Definition: Let NI( N,) denote an irredundant combina- 
tional circuit realizing a function F, ( F,). If there exists a 
stuck-at fault under the effect of which the network N1( N,) 
realizes F2 ( F,), (i.e., F, changes to F2, and F, changes to F,), 
then F, and F, are said to form a swapping pair [3]. 

The function realized by the network N, (Fig. 1) is given by: 

The above example is taken from [4] . This is an interesting 
circuit that shows that a unatefunction can be realized by a 
single-output, irredundant binate combinational circuit (a 
circuit that contains reconvergent fanouts with unequal in- 
version-parity paths). 

Asinglestuck-at zero (s-a-0) fault at line 1 (denoted by 1°),now 
changes F, to F, where 

F, and F2 are P-equivalent [4], because by permuting % and 
x3 in F,, we get F,. The function F, can be realized by a 
network N,(which is same as N, with inputs xz and x3 
swapped), wherea similar stuck-at fault changesF,toF,. Thus 
the functions F, and F2 form a swapping pair. 

The next-state functions Y, and Yz, willbe designed usingthe 
networks N, and N,, such that a fault changes Y, to Y2, and 

F, = xlxz+ sx ,+  x3x,+ x2x4+ x1x4. 

F,= x1x3+ x2x3+ x3xq+ x2x,+ x1x4. 

Y, to Y,. 

Fig. 1 : An irredundant binate network realizing a 
unate function F, 
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4.1.2 Designing the output 

The output logic is  to be SQ designed that the fault induces 
an isomorphism with respect to interchange of states S, and 
S,. Thus for each input Ij , one should have : 
Z(S,, Ij ) = Zf(S,, Ij ), and Z(S,, Ij ) = Z'(S,, Ij ) 

Z(S,, Ij ) = Zf(S,, Ij ), and YS,, Ij ) = Zf(S,, Ij ) 
4.1.3 The overall circuit 

We choose Y,= F, and Y2= Fz which are realized by the 
circuits shown in Fig. 1. The output function is chosen as : 

z = (F,  @ Y1) + (F,@Y,). 
Fig. 2 shows the complete sequential circuit, whose state table 

(Table 2a), is reduced. Moreover, the circuit is combina- 
tionally irredundant. The state table of the faulty machine 
(Tabie2b) inthe presenceof the fault lo, is isomorphictothat 
of the fault-free machine with interchange of states S, and S,. 
Thus, the above stuck-at fault is an isomorph Cdult. 
4.2 Isomorphism keeping the outputs invariant 

Example 3: The next circuit consists of two PI'S fed by xly 
x2, one output line and two memory elements encoding four 
states. The next-state functions are : Y,= x, 0 y1 and Yz= xi 
0 y,. We use a curicuus circuit structure (Fig. 3a) taken from 
Hayes [SI. This two-input, two-output circuit implements 
trivial functions F,(x,, x2) = x1 and F,(x,, x2) = x2 and yet it 
is irredundant. More interestingly, the fault I swaps the 

Fig.2: A combinationally irredundant sequential circuit with an isomorph-redundant fault (10) of type-A 
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functionality of these two outputs. 

The output function is chosen as Z= yly2. 

The complete sequential circuit is now shown in Fig. 3b. Its 
state table (Table 3a) is verified to be reduced. The portion 
of the circuit shown within dotted lines is irredundant [5]. It 
is  easy to verify that the above sequential circuit is 
combinationally irredundant. 

Table 3a 
(fault-free machine) 

Table 3b 
(faulty machine) 

XlX2 00 01 10 11 XlX2 00 01 10 11 
Y J 2  YlY2 

S,(OO) SdO Sz/O S,/O S,/O S,(OO) SdO S,/O SJO S,lO 
S,(O1) S,/O S,/O SdO SJO S,(10) SJO S,/O SdO S1/O 
S,(lO) SA0 SdO S,/O S1/O Sl(O1) S,/O SdO S,/O SJO 

S,(11) S,/1 Sl/l S,/1 Sdl  S,(11) S,/1 SJ1 Sl/ l  Sdl 

The faulty machine under the fault 1 is shown in Table 3b. 

x2 xl+REx2 
XI 

Fig. 3a : An irredundant combinational circuit 

Fig. 3b : An isomorph-redundant fault (P) 

Clearly, the fault-free and the faulty machines are isomor- 
phic under relabeling of states S, and S ,  . The next-state and 
the output functions, in the presence of fault are: Ylf= x1 0 yl; 
YZf= 3 @ y,and Zf = yly,. 

4 3  Isomorphism by logical swapping 

In order to portray isomorph-redundancy, the encoding of 
at least two states of the faulty machine must be different from 
those of the respective equivalent states of the fault-free 
machine ( by Lemma 1). Therefore, it is natural to think that 
the fault should affect the next-state functions. In both the 
examples presented earlier, the isomorph-fault changes the 
next-state functions. Now we show an interesting example: 
the fault changes none of the next-state functions, yet the 
faulty machine is isomorphic to the original one. Thus, swap- 
ping of two states is being experienced logically rather than 
changing the next-state functionsphysicully. We believe that 
this shows a new kind of isomorph-redundancy that makes its 
understanding more complex than thought before. 

Example 4 : A sequential circuit is shownin Fig. 4 and its state 
tableis given in Table 4a. Combinational irredundancy of this 
circuit can easily be checked. The machine is reduced, and 
the next-state and output functions are given by 

- - -  
Y =  x , o x , o y ; z =  x , y t  x2 y .  

The fault lonow changes the state table as shown in Table 4b. 
Notice that the fault does not affect the next-state logic, but the 
faulty machine is isomorphic to the original one with respect 
of interchange of states So and SI. The fault occurs in the 
output circuit and swaps the states logically. 

Table 4b Table 4a 
(fault-free machine) (faulty machine) 

XlX2 00 01 10 11 XlX2 00 01 10 11 
Y Y 

S,(O) Sdl S,/O Sl/ l  SdO Sl(l) S,/1 S d Q  S d l  S, /O 
S,(1) Sl/l Sdl SdO Sl/O S,(O) S d l  S,/1 Sl/O SdO 

In the presence of the fault, - -  
Y'= x1 @x,@y and Z'= X2y t x1 y 

Fig. 4 : A combinationally irredundant sequential circuit with 
isomorph-redundancy of type-C under the fault 2 s-a-0 
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4.4 Isomorph fault in a two-level circuit 

Isomorph-redundancy may be observed under a multiple 
stuck-at fault even if the next-state and output functions are 
designed with two-level prime and irreclundant circuits. 
However, no single stuck-at fault in such a !sequential circuit 
can cause isomorphism [ 161. 

Example 5 : Consider the machine of Table la.  The 
machine is reduced. However, the standard synthesis pro- 
cedure may lead to isomorph-redundancy under a multiple 
fault. 

Denoting states as {y,y,}, we encode So as 00, S, as 01, S, as 
10, S, as 11; this yields : 

Z= y,y2 (Fig. Sa). 

- - -  - 
yl= y,x+ Y, Y 2 +  Y1 x; yz= Y,X+ Y1 Y 2 +  Y, x ;  

The circuit is shown in Fig. Sb, which is combinationally 
irredundant. The multiple fault 
{Zlo, l,b}change the machine as shown in Table lb. The fault 
changes only Y, to: 

Yl = y1 y2+ y2 = y, , causing the faulty machine 
isomorphic to the original machine. 

- -  - 

5. Classification of isomorph-rledundancy 
The above examples motivate us to classify isomorph-redun- 
dancy into three types: If the fault affects both the next state 
function(s) and the output(s), we call it type-A. if it changes 
only the next state function (resp. only the output), we call it 
type-B (resp. type-C). The )isomorph-faults in Examples 2,3 
and 4 are of type-A, B and C respectively. Example 5 is of 
type-B. 

In Example 2, the next-state functions are swapped under the 
fault, i.e., Y,(faulty) = Y,(fault-free) and vice-versa. As there 
exist numerous examples of swapping pair of functions [3], it 
is possible to construct an infulite family of combinationally 
irredundant sequential circuits which exhjibit isomorph-re- 
dundancy of type-A. Similar examples can be constructed for 
type-B or type-C fault. 

Properties 

Let M(1, 0, S, 6, Z) be a sequential machine that changes to 
Mf(I, 0, S, Sf, Z? under an isomorph fault. Clearly, there 
exists a permutation II that maps the set of states onto itself, i.e., 
II : S --+ S, which in tum induces a set of disjoint ordered 

cycles in S. 

Example 6 : Let an isomorph fault induce the following 
permutation of states : II(So, SI, S,, S,, S4, S,, S,, S,) -+ (S2, SI, 

In this case, I'I induces the following cycles: {So, S,, S,, S, } ,  
{S4, S,}, {Sl}9 {S,}.Inotherwords, the faultchangesthestate 
S,toS,,S,toS,,S,toS,, S,backtoS,.Similarly,forthesecond 
cycle, S ,  and S, are interchanged. The last two elements 
show cycles of unit length,, i.e., they map onto themselves. 

'3, '5, '69 '0, '4, '7)' 

__- 
Y l  Y l  

Fig. 5a : K-map (a) for Y, and (b) for Y, 

Fig. 5b : A combinationally-inedundant sequential circuit 
with isomorph-redundancy of type-€3 

The length of a cycle is defined to be the number of states 
involved in the cycle. 
In general, a permutation cycle p, of length p, denoted by p, 
= {Sll, SI, ,.... SI,, SIJ+, ,.... SIP}, is anordered set of states. Then 
the state SI, of the fault-free machine is to be re-encoded by 
S,,o+l) mod p ,  for 1 si j 5 p in the faulty machine. 

We define pred and succ of a state as follows: 

prewij)  = si,(j+pl) for p > 1, 
= S.. for p = 1; 

and, Wcc (Si> = for p > 1,- 
= S.. for p = 1. 

For each S.. E I'I, its pred and succ are unique. 

Example 7 : succ(SJ = S,, pred(S,) = SI. 
Lemma 2 [17]: If an isomorph fault described by a permu- 
tation I'I transforms M to M', then the following conditions 
hold for any input I,: 

'1 

(i) 6'(Ia, Sj) = suc~~(6{1,, pred(Sj)}) 
(ii) Z' { Ia, Sj> = Z{Ia, pred(Sj)}. 

The occurrence of an isomorph fault is highly dependent on 
the state table and its circuit structure. Given a state table of 
a sequential machine, numerous circuit realizations are pos- 
sible. One pertinent question is: Can we predict anything 
about isomorphism (whether or not it can occur under a stuck- 
at fault) from the state table alone, irrespective of its circuit 
design ? We now show that, it is often possible to ascertain the 
occurrence of type43 and type-C faults. 
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Theorem 1: No type-B (C) isomorph-fault can achieve a 
permutation n, if for each permutation cycle p, = {SI,, SI2, .... 
SI,, SI +,,.... SI }, forp > 1,thefollowingcondition is false (true): 
z{Ia$ll} =zpIa,sl,} =z{Ia,s13} = ......... =Z{Ia,S1,} =z{I,,siJ+l}= 
........ - - Z{I8,SIP}. 
Proof: Follows from Lemma 2. 

Example 8 : In Example 4 (Table-4a), no type-B fault can 
cause a permutation : 
II(So, S,) --+ (S,, So), as Z{O1, So} = Z{O1, SI} and Z{ 10, So} = 

Similarly, inExample 3 (Table3a), no type-C fault can cause 
a permutation ll(So, S,, S,, S3) + (So, S,, S,, S,), because in 
the cycle {S,, S,}, for every input I., Z{Ia,Sl} = Z{Ia,S2}. 

Corollary 1: Ifv SI, Z{Ia,S,} isdistinct fromZ{I*,S,}, i zj for 
at least one input I,€ I, then an isomorph fault of type-B can 
never occur regardless of the circuit realization. 

Example 9: No sequential circuit realizing Table-2a, can 
have isomorph-redundancy of type-B. 

Theorem 2 : No type-C fault can achieve an isomorphism 
defined by a given permutation II, if the following condition 
is true: Q{Ia,Sl} * succ(6{Ia,pred(Sl)}), for any state SI E S. 

Proof: Follows from Lemma 2. 

Example 10 : No type C fault can change the machine of 
Table 2a to Table 2b, regardless of its circuit realization as 
the correponding I3 induces the following cycles: {So}, {SI 
,S2},{S3}, andforinput = 12, Q{ 12,SI}#succ(6{ 12,pred(S,)}). 

Corollary 2 : Let an isomorph fault of type-C be described 
by n. If a state SI lies in a permutation cycle of length 1, then 
for every input In E I, Q{Ia,S,} also lies in a cycle of length 1. 

Corollary 3: A circuit realizing a strongly connected 
sequential machine cannot exhibit an isomorph fault of type 
C, if any state lies in a permutation cycle of length 1. 

Proof: Follows from Lemma 1 and Corollary 2. 

Example 11 : The machine shown in Table 3a is strongly 
connected. Regardlless of its circuit realization, no isomorph 
fault of type C can achieve a permutation ll such that some 
state lies in a cycle of length 1 (e.g., {So}, {S, , S 2 } ,  {S3}). 

Z{10,S,}. 

6.  Conclusions 
No real isomorph-fault was known to exist till date. In this 
paper, we have presented some curious examples of iso- 
morph-redundancy in combinationally irredundant, reduced 
and strongly connected sequential machines. An infinite 
family of such circuits can be constructed using the concept 
of swapping functions [3]. We also identified three kinds of 
such redundancy (type-A, B and C). For type-B and C 
redundancy to occur, the state table of the machine must 
satisfy certain conditions, regardless of its circuit realization. 
Complete characterization of occurrence of such faults is yet 

to be settled. The examples cited in this paper indicate that 
isomorph-redundancy in sequential circuits is not so unlikely 
to appear as thought before. Identification of isomorph- 
redundancy seems to be a difficult problem. New DFT 
techniques have been reported recently to remove iso- 
morph and other sequential redundancies in an arbitrary 
circuit under the multiple stuck-at fault model [17]. 
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